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HEALTHCARE 
TRANSFORMATION

Decision Inc.’s experience and knowledge in digital transformation can help the Healthcare industry
innovate, provide a better digital experience to clients as well as drive operational efficiencies.

Whether it’s information-sharing between patients and doctors or aiding in a high-risk surgery, it’s
clear that dynamic applications of technology are well underway in disrupting the healthcare industry.
Digital transformation has led to heightened expectations, by both patient, healthcare providers and
insurers alike.

Consumers expect frictionless hyper-personalised experiences, which means every business, across
every industry must continuously innovate to compete.

Patients expect to be digitally connected to their information and care providers. To meet this demand,
health organisations need to dramatically change how they deliver their services to both patients and
clinicians while simultaneously having to reconcile more extensive networks of data with increased
security efforts.

But that’s not the only reason the health industry is primed for a paradigm shift. It’s also prompted by
rising healthcare costs, chronic disease, and an overloaded workforce.

Healthcare buying teams are also growing in size and complexity across
multiple disciplines of business: clinical, IT, financial, and administration.

Healthcare organisations need to invest in new tools and technology to
drive transformation in healthcare and thrive in the era of value-based
care, balancing better patient outcomes with a healthier bottom line.
Along the way, this will drive excellence in healthcare delivery and
affordability for savvy patients and consumers.

Enable Personalised 
Care

Engage patients and 
their family members 

in patient care 
decisions with secure 
personalised patient 

engagement solutions. 
Rapidly analyse and 

get insights from data 
unique to each case.
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Empower 
Care Teams

Make it faster and 
easier to share secure 

health data, 
collaborate, and 

generate insights that 
improve patient 

outcomes today —
and team 

performance 
tomorrow.

Improve 
Operational Outcomes

Synchronise 
healthcare operations 

and management 
efforts across clinical 
and administrative 
staff to accelerate 
decision-making. 
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Protect 
Healthcare Information

Create a 
comprehensive 

approach to data 
governance and 

compliance which 
helps prevent 

incidents that could 
disrupt patient care 

and processes.
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CHALLENGES IN 
HEALTHCARE

HEALTHCARE EXECUTIVES RATE AI AS THE MOST 
DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGY TO THE INDUSTRY

Deal with 
accelerating 

volumes of data

Increasing 
patient 

expectations

Increased need 
for more care 

coverage

Shortage of 
healthcare 

workers

Slow pace of 
innovation and 

change

HEALTHCARE CHALLENGES

AI

IoT

3D Printing

Robotics

AR

Blockchain

VR

Drones

31%

27%

17%

12%

8%

3%

1%

0%

*Source: Globally healthcare executives rate AI as most 



DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION 
IN HEALTHCARE

PATIENTS WANT
ON-DEMAND HEALTHCARE

2.7 billion people
worldwide own
smartphones.

of all web 
browsing in the 
world occurs on 
mobile devices.

of customers are 
going online to 
book medical 
appointments.

64% 71%of patients say they own
a digital device and make use of
mobile apps to manage their
health.

believe it would be helpful
for their doctor to have access 
to this information as part of 
their medical history.

PHYSICIANS AND HOSPITALS NEED 
BIG DATA INSIGHTS

of healthcare 
organisations are 
already using patient 
data predictive • 
analytics.

of healthcare companies 
think predictive analytics 
will save them 25% per 
year.

The Big Data market share is expected to 
reach $14.9 billion by 2022 .

•

•

TOP TRENDS



MEDICAL WEARABLE DEVICES IMPROVE 
PREVENTATIVE MEDICINE

of people feel of consumers of U.S.
more in control are willing to consumers
of their health wear smart- regularly use

thanks to watches that smart-watches
wearable measure health and fitness
devices. data. trackers

VIRTUAL REALITY (VR) HELPS DOCTORS GET
BETTER TRAINING

The medical virtual reality market will reach

$5.1 billion by 2025 globally.
VR visualisations can reduce post-surgical wound

pain by 24%.

Surgeons who trained on computer simulators
performed surgeries faster and made 7 times
fewer errors than their non-VR-trained peers.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE MAKES 
PERSONALISED TREATMENT POSSIBLE

of industry leaders think 
artificial intelligence will soon 
transform healthcare.

The healthcare Al-powered tools market will exceed 
$34 billion by 2025 globally.

The number of active Al start-ups has increased 14-
Fold since2000.

.
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SWITCHING & BRAND LOYALTY
Reasons for trying a new brand in the last 3years.

50% more consumers willing to 
switch than 3 years ago.

70% of millennials reported selecting a HC 
provider with a mobile app.

59% of insured patients reported a HC 
provider with a mobile app.

90% will move if the digital
Experience isn’t satisfactory.

OUR HEALTHCARE CLIENTS

*Source: Digital Authority Partners, The 
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OUR WORK IN HEALTHCARE

UNCOVERING INEFFICIENCIES IN THE ORDERING PROCESS AT 
ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS

The Benefits:

 Enhanced transparency of the kit distribution process (in collaboration with Lancet)
 Time saved through data extraction from instruments (through RPA)
 Emphasised robust data management (web portal)
 Emphasised the need for a centralised and standardised process
 Explored the significance of lab and kit efficiency

The Solution:

An Information Landscape Audit (ILA) identified 11 major risks and these were prioritised based on 
impact. 

The Client problem:

 The ordering and billing volumes of 
consignment stock were not managed 
effectively 

 The client had no insight into kit use or 
lab testing efficiency

 Capturing diagnostic test information 
was extremely manual and time 
consuming



DECISION INC. TRANSFORMS FINANCIAL REPORTING FOR 
LEADING HEALTHCARE PROVIDER

The Solution:

An end-to-end Bl solution was deployed to integrate data from SAP and enable self-service 
reporting and analysis using Microsoft Powe rBI on premise.

The Client problem:

Our client needed to continue supporting financial reporting processes employing a legacy reporting 
application while migrating the financial ERP functions to the SAP suite.

Decision Inc. was engaged to implement Microsoft Power BI to replace the SmartStream/ Analyst 
legacy financial reporting application.

The Benefits:

• Monthly cost of supporting system reduced from $12K to $4K
• Months to repay investment: 10 months

158 hours
saved on support

$8K
Perpetual 

monthly Savings

OUR WORK IN HEALTHCARE



OUR HEALTHCARE SERVICES
& SOLUTIONS

HOW WE HELP OUR HEALTHCARE CLIENTS TO TRANSFORM

Nursing Cost & 
Revenue 
Analysis

• Predictive analytics
• Financial planning
• Optimise operational efficiencies
• Experience efficient reporting

Compliance & 
Governance 

• Relation documents
• Document reviewal & approval
• Delegation of authority
• New document/change request
• Archiving

EHR 
Workflows

• Cloud Transformation
• Improved Documentation & Automated Coding Capabilities
• Improved Patient health/quality of care
• Patient Journey

Reporting
& Analysis

• Targeted delivery of data capabilities
• Increased productivity & employee satisfaction
• Improved decision-making
• Enhanced collaboration

CRM 
Healthcare 
Accelerator

• Medication requests
• Practitioners & patient data
• Episodes of care
• Risk assessments
• Care plans
• Allergy intolerances

• Risk classification matrix
• Reporting & search
• Record risk detail
• Fraud Prevention

Risk 
Management



ABOUT US



Strategy
We provide the 

strategic support to 
develop these 

digital capabilities.

Managed 
Services

We run the technology 
systems and support 

the business.

Execution
We execute these technology platf

orms and support the
organisational transformation.

Capabilities
We execute and 

deliver work for our
clients.

Solutions
We deploy our functional and i
ndustry solutions to support ou

r clients.

ABOUT US

Technology
We partner with the world’s most i

nnovative and 
relevant vendors to support our en

terprise clients.

Knowledge
We leverage our research 

platform, Knowledge Inc. to 
support engagements that are 

relevant to industries and 
functions.

Talent Scale
We leverage our diverse 

global talent pool to 
support clients’ technology 

and services needs.

Decision Inc. is a global technology and 
digital transformation business that helps 
clients to reimagine their digital future. 

Help clients transform 
their current business 
into a Digital Business

Help clients build 
Digital Businesses

We drive transformation by 
bringing together the 

technology, capabilities and 
knowledge needed to help 

organisations grow and thrive 
in the digital age.



WHY WORK 
WITH US

Decision Inc. has built up knowledge and industry experience through various technology partnered
implementations. Our role in supporting change is what sets us apart. We have a long record of
successfully overcoming challenges at a number of clients, across various industries. This uniquely
positions us to provide you and your workforce with a customised solution that is seamless, scalable,
& constantly connected.

Global partnerships
with leading 
technologies

Industry knowledgebase 
& Centre of Excellence

We offer 
training & 
support across 
technologies

We have over
500 clients

We operate 
across
10+ industries

Resourcing 
scale enabling
global 
efficiency

We implement over
400+ projects 
per annum

We have 
delivered solutions i
n 26 countries

Solutions led 
by Research 
& Innovation 
practice



OUR PRACTICE
CAPABILITIES

Our business engages clients across these 7 Practices. The knowledge assets and insights needed to deliver 
these services leverages our Knowledge Inc. platform to support our clients’ needs.

450 Clients
Europe, Asia, Australia

N America, Africa

4 Offices
London, Sydney, Cape Town,

Johannesburg

320 People
Developers, Consultants, Data 
Scientists, Engineers, Analysts

Across our portfolio we are market leaders in these technology segments
and our global relationships with these technology partners ensure we are
able to bring the most current insight and capability to our clients.

Our Technology 
Partners

Data &
Analytics

Digital ERP CRM FP&A Managed
Services

Industry
4.0

Mobility

Enable the
journey to
the cloud

Optimise
Operations

Transform
Customer

Experiences
Enabling

Innovation

Build 
Modern 

Workplaces

Harness the 
Power of Data

Transform
Decision
Making
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